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Terms applicable to Prestige Portfolio Bond

Prestige International Marketing Services Limited is the distributor of 

the Prestige Portfolio Bond and operates under license by Custodian Life 

Limited.

1. Definitions

This document details the agreement (”the Terms”) between You, the 

Policyholder and Custodian Life Limited.

To avoid unnecessary repetition, a number of expressions which are 

used throughout these Terms are defined below and are shown in 

bold type. Other words, which are used less frequently, are explain 

where they first appear or are most relevant, again they will be shown 

there in bold type

We, Us and Our

Custodian Life Limited

You, Your

The Policyholder.

Actuary

An officer of the Company or external third party professional who has a 

number of statutory responsibilities concerning Our sound and prudent 

financial management and who has a professional duty to the Public in 

addition to Ours.

Allocated Policy

The Units for the time being allocated Units to a Policy in respect of the 

Investor’s Account explained in Term 3.

Charge Schedule

The schedule issued for the Policy showing the Policy Charges that are 

applicable.

Encashment Value

The value of the Policy reduced by any Early Withdrawal Charge and any 

other charge relating to the Policy at the Valuation Date.

Head Office

Our office in Hamilton, Bermuda.

Investor’s Account

A separate identifiable account within Our long term business fund, which 

is maintained solely for the purpose of calculating benefits under the Poli-

cies. Full details of the Investors’s Account are contained in Terms 4 to 12.

Life Assured

The individual or individuals named as such in the Schedule and where 

thera are two or more individuals means for the purposes of Term 15 the 

last to die of those individuals.

Policy

Custodian Life is the issuer of the Prestige Portfolio Bond.  An indvidual Policy 

will be issued following your application for an Prestige Portfolio Bond (”the 

Bond”). The Policy is a whole of life policy, under which any premium payments 

and benefits are denominated in the currency shown in the Schedule. The 

terms and conditions set out in this document apply to the Policy.

Policy Issue Date

The Policy Issue Date shown in the Schedule.

Policyholder

The person or entity in whom legal ownership of the Policy is vested for 

the time being. At the Policy Issue Date You are shown in the Schedule 

as the Policyholder.

Premium

The Premium shown in the Schedule and any subsequent Premium We 

agree to accept as provided in Term 2.

Quarterly or Monthly Date

The Date on which the Investor’s Account is valued for the purpose of 

calculating any Policy Charges as defined in Term 28 and for preperation 

of a valuation statement as explained in Term 7.

Policy Schedule

The Schedule issued for each Policy, showing the policy number and par-

ticulars.

Valuation Date

The time at which the Investor’s Account is valued as explained in Term 7.

Working Day

A day on which We are open for business at Our Head Office.

The singular shall include the plural and the masculine shall include the 

feminine and vice versa except where the context otherwise provides.

Other definitions which apply throughout these terms are included in oth-

er terms or the Appendix.

Premiums and investments
2. Premium Payments

 2.1.  The Policy comes into force following Our acceptance of the Bond 

application and Your Premium payment shown in the Schedule.

 2.2.  Subject to Our minimum Premium requirements at the time and 

to Our acceptance, You may pay additional Premiums under the 

Policy at any time while the Policy remains in force.

 2.3.  Where You pay a Premium in whole or in part We will determine a 

date which We consider to be appropriate and equitable.

The investor’s account
3. Description

 3.1.  This is a separate and identifiable account forming part of Our 

long term business fund which is maintained for calculating 

benefits under Your Policy.

 3.2.  The Investor’s Account is divided into Allocated Policy Units rep-

resenting shares in the investments of the Account.

 3.3.  The allocation of Units is notional and is solely for the purpose 

of calculating benefits under Your Policy and persons or entities 

entitled to such benefits have no legal or beneficial interest in 

the units, the Fund or any underlying assets which are solely Our 

property. 

Prestige Portfolio Bond

Terms and Conditions
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4. Fund Adviser

 4.1.  Subject to Our agreement You may appoint a Fund Adviser to 

act on Your behalf for the purpose of making investment deci-

sions for the Investor’s Account on the express understanding 

that You retain full responsibility for the acts or omissions of 

Your Fund Adviser.

 4.2.  Any appointment or termination of appointment of a Fund Ad-

viser must be made in writing evidencing the terms of appoint-

ment or termination and will need to include such terms as We 

may require whether We are a party to such appointment or 

termination or not.

 4.3.  We will generally have regard to Your wishes in connection with 

Your appointment of a Fund Adviser or termination of such ap-

pointment but these wishes will not be binding on Us.

 4.4.  We reserve the right to make or terminate an appointment, or 

withhold consent to an appointment proposed by You or any 

other person concerned. We will not be accountable for any ac-

tual or prospective loss incurred as a result of any exercise of 

these rights.

5. Permitted Investments

 5.1.  The investments comprising the assets of the Investor’s Ac-

count from time to time will be chosen by You and notified to 

Us for purchase or sale as appropriate. It is prudent for the Ac-

count to include cash on call to meet Policy Charges or Inves-

tor’s Account Charges and any regular withdrawals.

 5.2.  Although We will generally act in accordance with Your choice 

We may refuse to accept a choice of investment if We consider 

it unacceptable to Us or not suitable for a life assurance fund 

and We may dispose of an investment if it ceases to be consid-

ered suitable by any regulatory authority. In any such event We 

will not accept any responsibility for Our action and although 

We will normally indicate a reason We are not obliged to do so.

 5.3.  If investment is requested to be made into securities having 

restricted dealing days then the purchase will not take place 

until the next relevant dealing day upon which We are able to 

undertake such a transaction.

 5.4.  Custodian Life Internal Accounts:

  5.4.1.  The Investor’s Account may be wholly or partly comprised 

of units in any of Our Accounts which are available to Pol-

icyholders generally (“Internal Accounts”). Unit prices for 

Our Internal Accounts take into account internal and ex-

ternal charges for management of the Internal Account. 

External charges for management of the Internal Account 

accrue to the external manager appointed by Us or on 

Our behalf to manage the Internal Account on Our behalf. 

Internal charges for management of the Internal Fund ac-

crue to Us.

 5.4.2.    Where We consider that it is in the interests of Policyholders 

(or circumstances outside Our control so dictate) then We may 

either close an Internal Account to further investment from Pol-

icyholders by way of Premiums or switches of allocated Internal 

Accounts; or may terminate the Internal Account in respect of 

all unit holdings. Except where circumstances outside Our con-

trol prevail, We will give You notice of the impending termination 

including the reason for such action being taken. You may des-

ignate another Internal Account(s), however, in the absence of 

any such designation the selected Internal Account shall be a 

similar Internal Account we consider appropriate.

 5.5.  Subject to the terms of any specific agreement between You 

and Us the following general provisions apply in respect of any 

investment instruction given to Us:

  5.5.1.  The instruction must be made in writing bearing Your signa-

ture or that of Your appointed Fund Adviser.

  5.5.2.  The minimum value of an investment forming part of the 

assets of the Investor’s Account is USD 3,000 or its curren-

cy equivalent. We reserve the right to change the minimum 

limit in the future where We consider it appropriate having 

regard to the administration and other costs involved.

  5.5.3.   The instructions must provide a full description of the in-

vestment to be purchased or sold. Where in Our opinion 

the instructions are incomplete, illegible or ambiguous, We 

will seek clarification before giving effect to the instruction 

and We will not accept any responsibility for the conse-

quences of any delay this may cause.

  5.5.4.  Instructions to purchase or sell investments will in the ab-

sence of any specific instruction be given effect to so as to 

obtain the best price available to Us. If an instruction has 

reference to a specific price or price range at which the in-

vestment is to be purchased or sold, then this will be taken 

to be the price before any costs of the purchase or sale and 

We will not accept any responsibility for the consequence of 

any delay in giving effect to the instruction.

  5.5.5.  An instruction to purchase an investment will not be ac-

tioned unless there is sufficient cash within the Investor’s 

Account to meet the purchase price and all costs of the 

purchase except where the purchase is made simultane-

ously with a sale having the same settlement day which will 

provide cash sufficient to meet the purchase price and all 

costs of the purchase.

  5.5.6.  If We have cause to reject an instruction as stated in 5.5.2. 

or 5.5.3. above, or if We have to defer carrying out an invest-

ment instruction whilst ascertaining that it is a permitted 

investment then We can accept no responsibility for any of 

the consequences of such a rejection or delay.

6. Valuation

 6.1. 

  6.1.1.  We will value the Investor’s Account at intervals that we 

agree but not less frequently than annually. We will also car-

ry out a valuation at Qarterly Date and may do so at any time 

that any benefit becomes payable (or a request is made to 

transfer an amount to the Fixed Account) under the Policies.

  6.1.2.  If We so require, or if You request, for a benefit payment to 

be satisfied by Our transferring the ownership of any Inves-

tor’s Account assets to You in specie, (other than assets 

comprising Units in any of our Internal Accounts) then we 

may agree a value of those assets (taking into account any 
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associated costs of transfer and any charges under these 

Terms). Our obligation to You will be discharged by making 

such a transfer to You.

 6.2.  Where any part of the Investor’s Account is invested in immov-

able property. We will appoint an independent valuer to value 

each immovable property in the Investor’s Account at intervals 

prescribed by Us. The value of the immovable property in the 

Investor’s Account, as certified by the valuer, shall be adjusted 

in consultation with the valuer to take account of any actual or 

prospective income and outgoings, including the prospective 

cost of selling the property, and variations in property prices 

generally since the date of the last certified valuation.

 6.3.  Where any part of the Investor’s Account is invested in non-read-

ily realisable assets then, subject to Our prior agreement, We 

will require a Chartered Accountant or other independent val-

uer to value any such assets. In valuing the assets, the valuer 

may require such documents and information as he reasonably 

requires in order certifying a fair and accurate price.

 6.4.  In the case of investments quoted on a stock exchange rec-

ognised by Us, the value will normally be calculated by refer-

ence to the mid-market prices. For unit trust investments and 

investments of a similar nature, including units in Our Internal 

Accounts, the value will normally be calculated by reference to 

the published bid (or “selling”) prices. However, where invest-

ments have to be sold for any purpose the value will be the sale 

proceeds taking into account any cost of the sale.

 6.5.   Where the value of the Investor’s Account is less at any time 

than Our minimum value for maintaining an Investor’s Ac-

count then We may require that the Policies be fully surren-

dered for the Encashment Value. Until the Policies are sur-

rendered We may introduce or increase any Administration 

Charge to reflect the cost to us of maintaining the Investor’s 

Account.

7. Deferral

 7.1.  Where, in relation to units in any of Our Internal Accounts, we 

consider it to be in the interests of Policyholders generally, We 

may defer any transaction involving allocation, cancellation or 

conversion of units for up to two weeks (or, in case of an ac-

count which has a direct or indirect real property element, a 

period not exceeding 12 months).

 7.2.   If circumstances preclude the calculation of a fair and accurate 

price, then the valuation and any benefit payment may be de-

ferred to a date We consider appropriate and equitable in the 

circumstances. 

 7.3.  Where any part of the Investor’s Account is invested in securi-

ties having a fixed term with no right to prior redemption, then 

no benefit will be payable and the security will not be realisable 

until the end of the fixed term.

 7.4.  Where an investment has restricted dealing days, then no 

transaction involving the sale of such investment will be under-

taken until the first relevant dealing day that We are able to 

comply with the conditions governing the sale of the investment 

following Our receipt of written instructions for sale or request 

for any payment of benefits.

8. Operation of the Investor’s Account

 8.1.  The Investor’s Account will comprise all of the chosen invest-

ments which may include cash; all dividends and other income; 

warrants; rights, scrip, and bonus issues and any other benefit 

or right attaching to or issued from any investment.

 8.2. We will deduct from the Investor’s Account:

  8.2.1.  All payments and expenses incurred in connection with the 

placement, sale, administration, maintenance, custody and 

valuation of the investments (including the expenses and 

fees of any appointed valuer or agents or other manager).

  8.2.2.  Any liability to tax (including any reserve for prospective tax 

that on the advice of Our Actuary We consider appropriate).

  8.2.3.  A share of any levy or charge made upon Us under the Ber-

muda Insurance Act 1978 or other regulations or legisla-

tion. The share of any such levy or charge shall be such 

amount as We consider appropriate on the advice of Our 

Actuary.

  8.2.4.  Any interest or other charges payable by Us in respect of 

any Loan mortgage or other charge secured on the Inves-

tor’s Account, or payable to Us in respect of any overdraft 

as explained in Term 9.

  8.2.5.  Any Life Cover Charges or Policy Charges due at a Quarterly 

Date or outstanding on termination of the Policy.

  8.2.6.  Any Investor’s Account Charges due in respect of any transaction.

9. Cash within the Investor’s Account

 9.1.  Any dividends or interest income will be added to any cash hold-

ing and will normally be held in a cash account.

 9.2.  If it is necessary for Us to realise Investor’s Account  assets 

in order to pay any benefit under the Policy, then the proceeds 

from realising each relevant investment will be added to the 

cash holding until such time as the proceeds from all necessary 

realisations have been received by Us.

 9.3.  If there is insufficient cash to pay any Policy Charge or Inves-

tor’s Account Charge, then We will advance the shortfall by way 

of overdraft and will charge interest at a rate determined by Us 

based on the amount of the overdraft and Our bankers’ base 

rate from time to time. Interest will be charged from the date 

the overdraft is created until it is repaid. 

 9.4.  We will inform You of the amount of any overdraft in the valua-

tion statement following a Quarterly Date. If it is not repaid by 

income to the Investor’s Account or by payment of an additional 

premium We reserve the right to realise investments to repay 

the overdraft after giving You notice of such intention.

10. Unit Price

 10.1.  The Unit Price will be the value of the Investor’s Account taking 

into account all additions and deductions detailed in Term 9 

above divided by the number of Allocated Policy Units at the time.

11. Investor’s Account Charges

 11.1. Transaction Charge

  11.1.1.  If a Transaction Charge is shown in the Charge Schedule 

then the charge will be made in respect of each purchase 

and each sale of an investment and each placement or 
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renewal of a deposit or each conversion from one cur-
rency to another. The charge is generally collected when 
it occur or in arrears following the Quarterly Date. The 
amount of this charge may be varied by Us in the future 
on the advice of Our Actuary where it is reasonable to do 
so in the light of the administration costs involved.

 11.1.2.  Any costs incurred by Us in converting any sum from one 
currency to another for a transaction may be deducted from 
the amount available for the transaction.

Surrender benefits
12. Full Surrender

 12.1.  You may make written request for a full surrender of the Policy at any 
time provided the request is on Our standard form in use at the time.

 12.2.  On full surrender all Allocated Policy Units are cancelled for 
payment of a full surrender benefit. The amount payable will 
be the Encashment Value after all the units are cancelled 
subject to Term 12.4.1. below.

 12.3.  We must receive the request by 10.00 am CET on a Working 
Day at Our Head Office. Any request for surrender received 
after this time will be processed on the next Working Day.

 12.4. 

  12.4.1.  We will realise investments forming the Investor’s Account 
to pay the surrender benefits subject to the provisions of 
Term 6.1.2. and Term 7, and until all investments are re-
alised proceeds will be held as cash in accordance with 
Term 9.2. You should be aware therefore, that the day that 
a surrender request is processed or a benefit is paid may 
not be the date that an investment is valued or realised.

  12.4.2.  We may require or You may request in accordance with 
Term 6.1.2., that part or the whole of the surrender re-
quest be satisfied by transfer of the ownership of invest-
ments in the Investor’s Account to You.

  12.4.3.  The Encashment Value takes into account any Early With-
drawal Charges and other Policy Charges as explained in 
Term 24.

  12.5.  No other benefits are payable following the full surrender of 
the Policy.

13. Partial Surrender

 13.1.  You may make written request for a partial surrender of the 
Policy at any time provided the request is on Our standard 
form in use at the time. 

 13.2.  We may decline a request for a partial surrender benefit (or 
limit the amount available) where:

  13.2.1.  The proposed transaction would result in the residual 
Encashment Value of the Policy being less than Our re-
quired minimum value at the time for maintaining a Policy 
in force.

  13.2.2.  The Investor’s Account is invested in whole or in part in 
assets which are not readily realisable.

 13.3.  We must receive the request by 10.00 am CET on a Working Day 
at Our Head Office. Any request for partial surrender received af-
ter this time will be processed on the next Working Day.

 13.4.  The amount of the partial surrender benefit will be the En-

cashment Value of the appropriate number of Allocated Policy 

Units cancelled to provide the benefit.

 13.5.  A partial surrender request in respect of the Policies is subject 

to Our minimum partial surrender benefit payment amount at 

the time. We reserve the right to vary the level of this amount 

in the future where We consider it appropriate in order to off-

set the administration costs involved.

 13.6.

  13.6.1  We will if necessary realise investments within the In-

vestor’s Account to pay the partial surrender benefit 

subject to the provisions of Term 6.1.2. and Term 7, 

and until all necessary investments have been real-

ised, the proceeds of each realisation will be held as 

cash in accordance with Term 9.2. You should be aware 

therefore that the day that a partial surrender request 

is processed may not be the date that an investment is 

valued or realised.

  13.6.2.  We may require, or You may request in accordance with 

Term 6.1. that part or the whole of the partial surrender 

request be satisfied by transfer of the ownership of in-

vestments in the Investor’s Account to You.

  13.7.  You may make a written request on Our standard form at the 

Policy Issue Date or any later time for partial surrenders to 

be made on annual, half-yearly, quarterly or monthly basis 

(Regular Withdrawals) subject to all the provisions of this 

Term 13.

Protection benefits
14. Death Benefit

 14.1.  Unless the Policy is fully surrendered during the lifetime of 

the Life Assured, a Death Benefit will become payable on the 

death of the Life Assured and the Policy will then terminate.

 14.2.  All Allocated Policy Units are cancelled on the Working Day 

following receipt by Us of written notification of the death of 

the Life Assured at which time the Investor’s Account will be 

valued as provided in Term 6.

 14.3. 

  14.3.1.  The Death Benefit will be a percentage of the Encashment 

Value of the Policy at the date that the last of the invest-

ments comprising the Investor’s Account has been real-

ised and applied to the cash holding in accordance with 

Term 9.2. or, if required by Us or requested by the claimant, 

the date that We require or agree to the transfer of invest-

ments to the person legally entitled to the Policy in part or 

full satisfaction of payment of the Death Benefit. 

  14.3.2.   The percentage of the Encashment Value will be 101 %.

 14.4.  Payment of the Death Benefit is subject to Our having re-

ceived evidence to Our satisfaction of the death of the Life 

Assured and that the claimant is the rightful Policyholder.

 14.5.  No other benefits are payable following the death of the 

Life Assured.
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General provisions
15. Elections

 15.1.  Elections to exercise options conferred by the Policy shall not 

be effective until receipt at Our Head Office of such election 

from You in a form acceptable to Us at the time, together with 

the Schedule where required and such other information or 

items as We may reasonably require.

16. Variation

 16.1.  If there is any change in Bermuda laws or other law (or 

change in taxation or regulatory practices) affecting Us, or 

the Policies issued by Us, or the Funds maintained by Us, or 

the assets of the Fund, or in the event of any statutory or 

regulatory levy being imposed then, based on the advice of 

Our Actuary, We may without notice vary these Terms and 

the benefits payable under the Policy in whatever manner 

and to whatever extent We regard as appropriate to Our 

policyholders generally to take account of the change con-

cerned. We will notify You of the variation and the reason for 

it at the first practical opportunity.

17. Suicide

 17.1.  If the Life Assured commits suicide within one year from the 

Policy Issue Date then the Death Benefit will be the Encash-

ment Value of the Policy.

18. Assignment

 18.1.  When acknowledging and noting any assignment, notice of 

assignment, transfer of ownership or other interest We ac-

cept no responsibility for the validity or effect of the transac-

tion to which it relates.

19. Joint Ownership

 19.1.  Where the Policyholder is two or more individuals, then if any 

of them dies all his rights, title, and interest in the Policy will 

automatically accrue to the surviving individuals as Policyhold-

er. Any transaction requiring a request by the Policyholder will 

require a request by each of You.

20. Claims Requirements and Place of Payment

 20.1.  No benefit shall be paid under the Policy until the Schedule, 

together with such other documents We may reasonably re-

quire are received at Our Head Office. All benefits are payable 

by Us at Our Head Office.

21. Relevant Law

 21.1.  The Terms of this Policy are to be interpreted in accordance 

with and are governed by the laws in Bermuda.

22. Notices to or by the Company

 22.1.  Any notification by You required under these Terms in respect 

of any election to exercise an option or to claim a benefit shall 

be made in writing bearing Your original signature. To protect 

Your rights We will not accept notification by electronic means 

including facsimile transmission, telex, telephone, nor will We 

accept photocopied documentation.

 22.2.  Any notice required to be given to You under these Terms will 

be validly given if posted to You at Your last recorded address 

in Our records or been delivered to You through Our Client 

Manager on Our website. Any such communication will be 

treated as though it had been received by You. We can ac-

cept no responsibility for any failure by You to notify Us of any 

change of address.

23. Amendment of Terms

 23.1.  No term of this Policy may be varied or waived except as evi-

denced by an endorsement or written communication signed 

by one of Our officers.

Policy charges
24. General Provisions 

 24.1.  The Charge Schedule which forms a part of the Policy shows 

the details of each Policy Charge that may apply to Your Policy.

  24.4.1.  Policy Charges are generally collected in arrears following 

the Quarterly Date for the period since the previous Quarter-

ly Date or in the case of the first Quarterly Charge since the 

Policy Issue Date and will be deducted from the Investor’s 

Account as explained in Term 8.2.6. In exceptional circum-

stances We also reserve the right to collect a charge either 

on the date of the transaction or at some other date. We also 

reserve the right to vary the Quarterly Date or to collect the 

charges at annual or other more frequent intervals where it 

is appropriate for administrative reasons. We will give You 

notice of any such change at the first practical opportunity.

25. Policy Charges

The amount of each Policy Charge, the basis of its calculation and the 

period for which it applies is shown in the Charges Schedule. 

 25.1.  Premium Establishment Charge

    A Premium Establishment Charge may arise following the pay-

ment of each Premium to the Policy. 

 25.2. Annual Management Charge

    An Annual Management Charge may arise following the pay-

ment of each Premium to the Policy.

 25.3. Annual Policy Fee

    This charge if it is applicable to Your Policy may be varied by Us 

in the future on the advice of Our Actuary where it is reasonable 

to do so in light of the management costs involved. We will notify 

You of any such change at the first practical opportunity.

 25.4. Early Withdrawal Charge

  25.4.1.  If an Early Withdrawal Charge applies to Your Policy, then 

it will apply if all the Policies terminate by reason of death 

or full surrender if either of these events occurs between 

payment of any Premium under the Policies and the expi-

ry of the time shown in the Charges Schedule. 

  25.4.2.  If, during the period at Term 25.4.1. above benefits are 

taken from the Policy by way of part surrender then the 

Charge may be waived, deferred or reduced where We 

consider it appropriate in the light of the remaining val-

ue of the Investor’s Account, the amount of benefit being 

withdrawn and any previous Early Encashment Charge 

that has been levied.
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Appendix I - nomination provisions
1. General Provisions

 1.1.  The purpose of a Nomination is to transfer ownership of Pol-

icies to one or more persons (the Beneficiaries) on the death 

of the Policyholder (the death of the last to die if there are two 

Policyholders at the time the Nomination is made).

 1.2.  We reserve the right to refuse a proposed Nomination in re-

spect of a Policy or cancel a Nomination previously made in 

respect of a Policy if We consider that a Nomination is inappro-

priate having regard to the circumstances.

 1.3.  Any Nomination and any revocation of a Nomination shall be 

made in a document satisfying Our requirements.

 1.4.  Where following the death of the Policyholder two or more Bene-

ficiaries become jointly entitled to the Policies in force then: 

  1.4.1.  We reserve the right to terminate the Policies and issue 

replacement Policies in the sole name of each Beneficiary 

as sole Policyholder.

  1.4.2.  The Investor’s Account value for the replacement Policies 

will be in proportion to the value of each Beneficiary’s enti-

tlement at the time of the replacement.

  1.4.3.  Nominated Policies shall include such replacement Policies.

 1.5.  “Transfer Date” means the date of death of the Policyholder (or 

the date of death of the last to die of the joint Policyholders).

2. Policies owned by one Policyholder

 2.1.  Where one Policyholder is the sole legal and beneficial owner of 

the Policies the following provisions will apply to any Nomination:

  2.1.1.  A Nomination can only be made by the Policyholder.

  2.1.2.  A Nomination will not confer any rights or benefits on the 

Beneficiaries until the death of the Policyholder.

  2.1.3.  The Nomination will only be valid if the Nomination document 

is received at Our Head Office before the Transfer Date.

  2.1.4.  The Nomination may be revoked by the Policyholder while 

living but a revocation by the Policyholder will only be valid 

if the revocation document is received at Our Head Office 

before the Transfer Date. 

  2.1.5.  Termination of a Policy before death of the Policyholder will 

revoke any Nomination made by the Policyholder in respect 

of the Policy.

3. Policies Owned by Two Policyholders

 3.1.  Where two Policyholders are joint legal and beneficial owners of 

the Policies the following provisions will apply to any Nomination:

  3.1.1.  A Nomination can only be made by both of the joint Policy-

holders while both are living (but after the first death the 

survivor of them may make a Nomination in accordance 

with the provisions at 2. above).

  3.1.2.  A Nomination will not confer any rights or benefits on the 

Beneficiaries until the death of the last to die of the joint 

Policyholders.

  3.1.3.  The Nomination will only be valid if the Nomination document 

is received at Our Head Office before the Transfer Date.

  3.1.4.  The Nomination may be revoked by the joint Policyholders 

while they are both living or by the survivor of them after 

the first death but any such revocation will only be valid if 

the revocation document is received at Our Head Office 

before the Transfer Date. 

  3.1.5.  Termination of a Policy before death of the last to die of the joint 

Policyholders will revoke any Nomination made by the joint Policy-

holders (or the survivor of them) in respect of the Policy.

4. The Transfer of Ownership on the Transfer Date

 4.1.  On the Transfer Date all legal and beneficial interest in the 

Nominated Policies including any right to any death benefit 

arising will accrue to the Beneficiaries in the manner specified 

in the Nomination.

 4.2.  We shall not be under any obligation to determine whether the 

law governing the distribution of assets belonging to the Pol-

icyholder or joint Policyholders restricts or prohibits a Nomi-

nation as described in this Appendix I and the discharge at 

5.4. below will apply notwithstanding any such restriction or 

prohibition.

5. Policy Transactions after the Transfer Date

 5.1. The Nomination may include provisions authorising a person to 

act on behalf of one or more or all of the Beneficiaries for the 

purpose of requesting benefit payments or other transactions 

in respect of the Nominated Policies following the transfer of 

ownership on the Transfer Date.

 5.2.   We reserve the right to defer benefit payments or other trans-

actions requested by a Beneficiary under 18 until a parent of 

the Beneficiary or a person with authority to act on behalf of the 

Beneficiary authorises the transaction concerned.

 5.3.  We reserve the right to request evidence, satisfactory to Us, of 

a person’s authority to act on behalf of a Beneficiary and trans-

actions requested by such a person may be deferred until such 

evidence is furnished.

 5.4.  Benefit payments or other transactions effected on or after the 

Transfer Date under the Nominated Policies at the request of 

or on behalf of the Beneficiaries will discharge Us from all liabil-

ities and claims in respect of the transactions concerned.

6. Assignment of a Policy

 6.1.  A Nomination will not in any way restrict the right of the Policy-

holder or joint Policyholders to assign legal or beneficial owner-

ship of a Policy or grant a person a right or interest in the Policy 

by way of a charge over the Policy.

 6.2.  Any assignment or charge granting a person (the Assignee) 

a right or interest of any kind in a Policy before the Transfer 

Date will invalidate any Nomination in respect of that Policy and 

must be notified to Us at Our Head Office so that We can regis-

ter the fact that the Nomination no longer applies.

We will not be liable or in any way accountable to the Assignee for any 

benefits paid or transactions effected under a Policy before written no-

tification of the Assignee’s interest in the Policy is received by Us at Our 

Head Office.
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